
Rhythms of India 
Link to the Past, Bridge to the Future 

 

Nadanta, North America’s premier Indian Dance organization, continues its tradition of 

combining the best of Indian folk and classical dance forms with a contemporary multi-cultural 

outreach embracing the diverse elements of pop culture in an all-new production entitled 

Rhythms of India. The July 31
st
 world premiere, at Dearborn’s Michael Guido Theatre features 

the fusion of a truly unique combination of talents – Chaula Thacker’s award-winning 

choreography and the music of Academy Award Winner, A. R. Rahman.  

The performance will give Rahman fans a chance to experience much of the music included in 

his cancelled June Silverdome appearance, with Nadanta’s authentic dance interpretations adding 

an additional dimension of enjoyment. All of the choreography in Rhythms of India is original, 

created by Chaula Thacker to express the core idea of the production -- that tradition holds great 

power for good as long as it is not allowed to stifle the creative impulse that is the lifeblood of 

any culture. How a people, a culture, or a society, can manage the blending of the old with the 

new is the sum and substance of Rhythms of India. 

The audience is transported from the traditional Indian heritage of classical music and dance over 

a bridge to the future built on creative dances and contemporary music. This scintillating 

presentation begins with the time-honored music of India, woven through the colorful pageantry 

of dance, mime and gestures in the classical Bharat Natyam dance style and then boldly 

transformed to the leading edge of contemporary Indian music as composed by the Oscar and 

Grammy award winner A. R. Rahman all highlighted by modern choreography, popular dances 

dazzling colorful costumes and settings 

Among the classical highlights of Rhythms of India are:  

 Dashavtar, choreographed by Mrs. Thacker in the traditional Bharat Natyam style and 

performed by 24 stunningly attired dancers. It is based on the poet Jayadev’s description 

of the ten incarnations of Protector Lord Vishnu and the ultimate triumph of good over 

evil. 

 Triveni in which three dancers blend the classical Bharat Natyam, Kathak, and Odissi 

dance styles into a seamless presentation that captures the essence of traditional India. 

 Tillana, an intricate and elaborate production featuring 11 performers and inspired by 

ancient temple art depicting dancers in motion.  

The performance then subtly transforms into a vision of modern day India painted against a 

background of A. R. Rahman’s Award winning music including:  

 Jai Ho from Slum Dog Millionaire. The choreography features a patriotic message and an 

innovative mix of Eastern and Western styles that transports the audience instantly from 

classical India to the modern-day reality of contemporary Indian society.  

 Yaro Yaro Di with 12 performing to this South Indian wedding dance based on a Tamil 

wedding song. 



 Bharat Humko Jaan Se Pyara He returning to the theme previewed in Triveni, Mrs. 

Thacker has choreographed a gathering of traditionally-costumed people from across 

India.  

 Vande Matram, another patriotic piece that emphasizes the unity of the Indian nation 

while celebrating the diversity of its many traditions.  

A. R. Rahman, whose amazing life story is as well known as his music, was to bring his A.R. 

Rahman Jai Ho Concert: The Journey Home World Tour to the Pontiac Silverdome on June 19
th

, 

but that performance has been re-scheduled. Those who missed it can still experience Rahman’s 

music at Nadanta’s July performance which is based on a portion of the same music.  

Chaula Thacker is well known for her skill at blending classical Indian dance with contemporary 

music and styles. Her production of Ahimsa, The Path Of Peace depicting the triumph on 

nonviolence in a chaotic world through the work of Gandhi and Dr. King, has generated growing 

critical acclaim with each performance.  

Nadanta was founded in the early 80's to help preserve Indian dance traditions among the 

children and youth of the Indian community here in Southeast Michigan.  Since then, Nadanta 

has grown and evolved into the role of cultural ambassador to the multi-cultural community at 

large. 

Nadanta has performed in the former Soviet Union, Denmark, and Spain, and regularly mounts 

performances on local stages including the Meadow Brook Theatre, Wayne State University, and 

the Ford Community and Performing Arts Center.  Chaula Thacker is Nadanta’s artistic director.  
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